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Land Title and Survey Authority of British Columbia
John Hay – Senior Program Director
John Hay has been the senior program director at the LTSA since 2008. During that time, he
has been responsible for the definition and program leadership of the building of the LTSA's
major operational services and system.
He has led the LTSA's business transformation initiative which built ASTRA, the LTSA's backoffice registration system. ASTRA includes the world’s first automated Land Titles registration
capability which currently automatically examines and registers around 58% of Land Title
applications.
John also led the initiative to move the LTSA's customer portal myLTSA in-house which
included transitioning about 30,000 users. Following that, he led the program to create British
Columbia's cadastral map called ParcelMap BC. More recently he has been leading the
definition of new initiatives including the Condo Strata Assignment Integrity Register and
modernization of the LTSA's survey plan services. John is based in Vancouver and is a Charter
Engineer holding an Engineering degree from University of Exeter.

Brian Greening – Director, ParcelMap BC Products
Brian Greening is the LTSA’s portfolio lead responsible for ParcelMap BC and related geospatial
products. After leading the build and operationalization of ParcelMap BC, he is now focused on
driving operational excellence and leading customer-centric development in the portfolio
across land-related sectors. His experience spans nearly 25 years within the geospatial
industry, including GIS and survey technologies and encompassing technical, consulting and
business roles spanning both user and vendor spaces. Brian is based in Vancouver, BC and
holds an Engineering degree from the University of New Brunswick.

MDA
Glenn Pope – Principal Engineer in the Land Administration Group
Glenn Pope is a Principal Engineer in the Land Administration Group with MDA with extensive
experience in land registry and spatial solutions in land administration. Glenn was the Solution
Architect for LTSA’s ASTRA back office system leading the overall design and business-rulesbased solution for automated registration of LTSA’s land title applications (the first in Canada).
He also led LTSA’s solutioning for:
• Land Ownership Transparency Registry (LOTR)
• Condo and Strata Assignment Integrity Register (CSAIR)
• Survey Plan Services Modernization
• Web Filing
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•

Online Services Advancement

Glenn has worked in other jurisdictions in the land administration domain: New Zealand, UK,
Southeast Asia, Caribbean and other provinces across Canada. He has over 35 years
experience that includes working in others domains such as aviation, previously in roles of
systems engineer and software engineer developing a range of spatial/temporal information
systems. He currently serves as the engineering discipline lead for Solution Engineering at
MDA. Glenn is based in Delta, BC and has undergraduate and graduate degrees in Computer
Science from the University of British Columbia.

Jun Yang – Principal Engineer in GeoIntelligence and Land Administration Groups
Jun Yang is a Principal Engineer in the GeoIntelligence and Land Administration Groups at MDA
with extensive experience in geospatial solutions, including survey and cadastre management
for land administration. Jun was the Solution Architect for LTSA’s ParcelMap BC program,
including both system build and data build.
Jun has worked in other jurisdictions in the survey and cadastral land administration domain:
New Zealand, UK, Southeast Asia, Caribbean and other provinces across Canada. In her 28
years working at MDA, she has also worked on many Geospatial/GeoIntelligence programs for
government agencies, such as the Department of National Defence (DND) and Canadian Space
Agency (CSA).

Deloitte
Julia Woolsey – Senior Consultant
Julia Woolsey is a Senior Consultant in Deloitte’s Operations Transformation Consulting
practice in Ottawa. Passionate about helping the public sector better serve citizens and
stakeholders, Julia has experience working in a variety of areas including process evaluation
and improvement, operating model design, robotic process automation, strategy and program
management.

Stewart Young – Senior Manager
Stewart is a Senior Manager in Deloitte’s Strategy and Operations Consulting practice based in
Victoria BC, with a focus on public sector. After joining Deloitte in August 2014, his consulting
work across various public sector agencies has included project and program management,
large-scale business transformation, program evaluation, workshop planning and facilitation,
stakeholder engagement (including surveys, interviews and executive roundtables) and
financial modelling.
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FIRST NATION LAND MANAGEMENT RESOURCE CENTRE
Angie Derrickson – Manager: Training, Mentorship & Professional Development
Angie Derrickson is a proud member of Westbank First Nation, which is located in south central
British Columbia, Canada. Her career started at Westbank, with roles in Administration,
Intergovernmental Affairs, and Senior Lands Officer from 2000 to 2010, while completing her
Professional Lands Management Certification at the University of Saskatchewan in 2009. She
later contributed to the development and delivery of Parts 1, 2, 3 of the BCAFN Governance
Toolkit. In June 2013, Angie was delighted to join the RC team and has since completed JIBC
Associate Certificate in Training & Facilitation and continues to support strategic approaches
for Training, Mentorship and Professional Development for Land Management across Canada.
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